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Preface

We want to say a few words about why we wanted to edit this book on systemic
approaches to supervision and why we all wanted to write this book.
Overall, there are too few books written on supervision processes and practice.
This is surprising given the crucial importance of supervision in looking after both
the therapist and the client and thus the therapy. Although this book is written
mainly for the supervision of family therapy and systemic practice, it contains much
material that is relevant to other mental health and social care practitioners and psychotherapists, such as supervision processes and the learning and development of
both the supervisor and the supervisee.
We are a group of systemic trainers, supervisors and practitioners, working in
Oslo, Norway, and connected to each other over the years through shared interests,
work and close relationships. All of us are dual qualified—both systemically trained
and trained in other disciplines, such as education, social work, nursing and clinical
psychology.
This book is about the family therapy supervision process and supervision practice. It is written for novice supervisors who are learning their craft, and for experienced supervisors who are reflecting on their learning and development in their
various supervisory roles. The book covers the supervision of trainee and novice
family therapists/systemic practitioners, post-qualification practice, and the supervision of experienced supervisors, both as supervisors and therapists in their own right.
A central concern of the book is how, in supervision, we look after ourselves and each
other and maintain our enthusiasm, wellbeing and vitality in the triangular relationships of supervisor and supervisee and therapy client/s. We explore the contexts that
support effective supervision practice, for example, personal, relational and material
resources, and also the special, and challenging work contexts that supervision is
delivered within, such as working with substance misuse and violence in the family.
The theory and evidence base for effective supervision informs each chapter.
We hope our book contributes to updating theory and practice in supervision by
incorporating the recent developments in systemic reflecting processes, mentalisation and self-reflexivity, non-conscious relational responding and theories of trauma
and affect regulation. We have tried, in turn, to pay attention to the supervisory needs
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of training, novice and experienced practitioners, and to the supervisory needs of the
supervisors themselves. While there are many areas of family therapy supervision
practice not specifically referred to in this book, we believe that supervisors will find
here a rich pool of supervisory perspectives applicable in their own unique areas of
supervision practice.
Oslo, Norway

Arlene Vetere
Jim Sheehan
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